Abstract. We introduce a notion of cobordism of Callias-type operators over complete Riemannian manifolds and prove that the index is preserved by such a cobordism. As an application we prove a gluing formula for Callias-type index. In particular, a usual index of an elliptic operator on a compact manifold can be computed as a sum of indexes of Callias-type operators on two non-compact, but topologically simpler manifolds. As another application we give a new proof of the relative index theorem for Callias-type operators, which also leads to a new proof of the Callias index theorem.
Introduction
The study of the index of a Dirac-type operator with potential B = D + Φ on a complete Riemannian manifold M was initiated by Callias, [10] , and further studied by many authors, cf, for example, [3] , [8] , [2] , [9] . A celebrated Callias-type index theorem discovered by these authors in different forms states that the index of a Callias-type operator can be computed as an index of a certain operator induced by it on a compact hypersurface. Recently the interest in Callias-type index theory was revived partially in a relation to the study of the moduli space of monopoles over non-compact manifolds. Several generalizations and new applications of the Callias-type index theorem were obtained, [16] , [11] , [21] , [17] .
In this paper we define a class of cobordisms between Callias-type operators and show that the Callias-type index is preserved by this class of cobordisms. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the cobordism invariance of the index on a compact manifold, given in [5] , but a more careful analysis is needed. We also present several applications of this result.
Suppose Σ ⊂ M is a compact hypersurface, such that M \Σ is a disjoint union of two submanifolds M 1 and M 2 . We assume that Σ lies outside of the essential support of the potential Φ. Roughly that means that the restriction of Φ 2 to Σ is strictly positive, cf. Definition 2.2 for a more precise definition. We endow M 1 and M 2 with complete Riemannian metrics and denote by B 1 and B 2 the operators induced by B on M 1 and M 2 respectively. The gluing formula states that ind(B) = ind(B 1 ) + ind(B 2 ).
This formula should be compared with a similar gluing formula for equivariant Dirac operator with potential obtained in [4] . We remark that the gluing formula is useful and non-trivial even in the case when the original manifold M is compact. The proof of the gluing formula is obtained by constructing a cobordism between M and M 1 ⊔ M 2 .
As a second application of the cobordism invariance of the Callias index, we prove a version of the relative index theorem for Callias-type operator. The relative index theorem was first proven by Gromov and Lawson [13] . Since then many different reformulations and many different proofs were suggested by different authors. In this paper we prove a version of the relative index theorem suggested by [9] . Notice, that Anghel [2] used the relative index theorem to prove a Callias-type index theorem. Hence, our new proof of the relative index theorem leads to a new proof of the Callias-index theorem, based on the cobordism invariance of the Callias-index.
The Main Results

2.1.
Callias-type operators. Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold (possibly with boundary) with metric g. M is endowed with a Hermitian vector bundle E. We denote by C ∞ 0 (M, E) the space of smooth sections of E with compact support, and by L 2 (M, E) the Hilbert space of square-integrable sections of E which is the completion of C ∞ 0 (M, E) with respect to the norm · induced by the L 2 -inner product (s 1 , s 2 ) = M s 1 (x), s 2 (x) Ex dvol(x), (2.1) where ·, · Ex denotes the fiberwise inner product and dvol(x) is the canonical volume form induced by the metric g. Let D : C ∞ 0 (M, E) → C ∞ 0 (M, E) be a first-order formally self-adjoint elliptic differential operator and let Φ ∈ End(E) be a self-adjoint bundle map. Then D + Φ is a first-order elliptic operator, and (D + Φ) (ii) there is a compact subset K ⋐ M and a constant c > 0 such that
In this case, the compact set K is called the essential support of D + Φ.
2.3.
The index of a Z 2 -graded Callias-type operator. Suppose that E = E + ⊕ E − is a Z 2 -graded vector bundle and that D and Φ are odd with respect to this grading. This means that with respect to this decomposition we have
From now on, we suppose that M has no boundary and D satisfies the following assumption.
Assumption 2.4. There exists a constant k > 0 such that
where ξ denotes the length of ξ defined by the metric g, σ(D)(x, ξ) :
An interesting class of examples of operators satisfying (2.3) is given by Dirac-type operators. By [13, Theorem 1.17] , (2.3) implies that D and D + Φ are essentially self-adjoint operators with initial domain C ∞ 0 (M, E). We view D + Φ as an unbounded operator on L 2 (M, E). By a slight abuse of notation we also denote by D + Φ the closure of D + Φ. Let · denote the norm on L 2 (M, E) induced by (2.1).
Remark 2.5. It's easy to see from (2.2) that a Callias-type operator D +Φ satisfying Assumption 2.4 is invertible at infinity, i.e., 
Thus ker(D + Φ) = ker(D
is well-defined.
2.7.
Cobordism of Callias-type operators. We now introduce a class of non-compact cobordisms similar to those considered in [4, 7, 12, 14] . One of the main results of this paper is that the index (2.5) is preserved by this class of cobordisms. 
In particular, ∂W is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union
(ii) F is a vector bundle (may not be graded) over W , whose restriction to U is isomorphic to the lift of E 1 and
is a Callias-type operator withD satisfying Assumption 2.4, and takes the formD
on U , where t is the normal coordinate and γ| 
2.11. Cobordism invariance of the index. We now formulate the main result of the paper: 
By Remark 2.10, this is equivalent to the following Theorem 2.13. The index of a null-cobordant Callias-type operator D + Φ is equal to zero.
2.
14. An outline of the proof of Theorem 2.13. Sections 3-5 deal with the proof of Theorem 2.13. We use the method of [5] , [6] with necessary modifications.
Suppose (W, F,D +Φ) is a null-cobordism of (M, E, D + Φ). In Section 3, we denote byW the manifold obtained from W by attaching a semi-infinite cylinder M × [0, ∞). Then for small enough number δ > 0 we construct a family of Fredholm operators B a,δ onW whose index is independent of a ∈ R.
An easy computation, cf. Lemma 3.7, shows that for a ≪ 0 the operator B 2 a,δ > 0. Hence, its index is equal to 0. Hence, ind B a,δ = 0, for all a ∈ R. 2.17. The relative index theorem. Section 7 is occupied with the second application of Theorem 2.12, which is a new proof of the well-known relative index theorem for Callias-type operators.
Consider two triples (
relatively open submanifolds, where Σ j are compact hypersurfaces.
Suppose there exist tubular neighborhoods U (Σ j ) of Σ j . We assume isomorphisms of structures between Σ 1 and Σ 2 , U (Σ 1 ) and
. We also assume that Φ j are invertible on U (Σ j ), and that
2). Then we can cut M j along Σ j and use the isomorphism map to glue the pieces together interchanging M ′′ 1 and M ′′ 2 . In this way we obtain the manifolds
. Similarly, we can do this cut-and-glue procedure to E j to get new vector bundles E 3 over M 3 , E 4 over M 4 . After restricting D j , Φ j to each piece, we obtain Callias-type operators
, both having well-defined indexes.
For simplicity, we denote the Callias-type operators D j + Φ j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 by P j . Then the relative index theorem can be stated as Theorem 2.18. ind P 1 + ind P 2 = ind P 3 + ind P 4 .
Our proof of the theorem involves the gluing formula. However, one has to do deformations to P j , j = 1, 2 first in order to have (M j , E j , P j ) along with Σ j satisfy the hypothesis of the gluing formula (cf. Subsections 7.5 and 7.8).
2.19. Callias-type index theorem. Using the relative index theorem, Anghel proved an important Callias-type index theorem in [2] . Since we give a new proof of the relative index theorem here, we also obtain a new proof of the Callias-type index theorem.
Index of the Operator B a,δ
In this section, we construct a family of operators B a,δ onW := W ∪ ∂W × [0, ∞) , such that the index ind B a,δ = 0. Later in Section 5, we show that ind B a,δ = ind(D + Φ) for a ≫ 0.
3.1. Construction of B a,δ . Consider two anti-commuting actions ("left" and "right" action) of the Clifford algebra of R on the exterior algebra
We defineW := W ∪ (M × [0, ∞)) as in Subsection 2.14 and extend the vector bundle F and the operatorsD,Φ toW in the natural way. SetF := F ⊗ ∧ • C and consider the operator
Let f : R → [0, ∞) be a smooth function with f (t) = t for t ≥ 1, and f (t) = 0 for t ≤ 1/2. Consider the map p :W → R such that p(y, t) = f (t) for (y, t) ∈ M × (0, ∞) and p(x) = 0 for x ∈ W . For any a ∈ R and δ > 0, define the operator
Note that as a first order differential operator on the complete manifoldW , the leading symbol of B a,δ is equal to σ(D). Hence it satisfies (2.3). We conclude that B a,δ is essentially self-adjoint by [13, Theorem 1.17] .
where R is a uniformly bounded bundle map whose restriction to W vanishes, and
Proof. Note first that p(x) − a ≡ −a on W . Thus, since c R (−a) anti-commutes with B, we have
Restricting B a,δ to the cylinder M × (0, ∞), we obtain
Since c L and c R anti-commute, we get 2.4) ). Since B a,δ is self-adjoint, (2.4) is equivalent to the fact that there exists a constant c > 0 and a compactK ⋐W such that
where (·, ·) denotes the inner product on L 2 (W ,F ). Note that if we denote the bundle map
3) can also be written as
SinceD 2 is a non-negative operator onW , (3.5) can be reduced to
Since both D + Φ andD +Φ are Callias-type operators, there exist compact subsets K ⋐ M , K W ⋐ W and positive constants c, c W > 0, such that
and
Note thatΦ is independent of t, and anti-commutes with γ∂ t . So
which does not depend on t. From (3.7), we get
Since R is uniformly bounded onW , we can choose δ small enough such that
, and |p(y, t) − a| 2 grows quadratically as t → ∞, there exist r = r(a, δ) and d 2 > 0, such that
SetK :=K r(a,δ) andc := min{d 1 /2, d 2 }. Combining (3.10) and (3.11) yields (3.6). Therefore the lemma is proved.
3.5. Index of B a,δ . From now on we fix δ which satisfies Lemma 3.4. Define a grading on the vector bundleF = F ⊗ ∧ • C bỹ Lemma 3.6. ind B a,δ is independent of a.
Proof. Since for every a, b ∈ R the operator B b,δ − B a,δ = 1 ⊗ δ · c R (b − a) is bounded and depends continuously on b − a ∈ R, the lemma follows from the stability of the index of a Fredholm operator.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, it suffices to prove this result for a particular value of a. If a is a negative number such that a 2 > sup x∈W |R(x)|/δ, then B 2 a,δ > 0 by (3.3), so that ker B a,δ = 0 = ind B a,δ .
The Model Operator
When a is large, all the sections s ∈ ker B a,δ are concentrated on the cylinder M × [0, ∞) near M × {a}. Thus index of B a,δ is related to the index of a certain operator on M × R, whose restriction to a neighborhood of M × {a} inW is an approximation of the restriction of B a,δ to the neighborhood of M × {a} in M × R. We call this operator the model operator for . Consider the lift of the bundle E = E + ⊕ E − to the cylinder M × R, which will still be denoted by E = E + ⊕ E − .
Consider the vector bundleF mod = (
where t is the coordinate along the axis of the cylinder, γ| E ± = ± √ −1, and δ is fixed with the same value as in Subsection 3.5. The operator B mod δ satisfies Assumption 2.4 as well and, hence, is self-adjoint. Like in Lemma 3.2, we have
Then by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, B mod δ is a Fredholm operator. Clearly, the restrictions ofF mod andF to the cylinder M × (1, ∞) are isomorphic. We givẽ F mod grading similar to (3.12),
where (B mod
Lemma 4.2. The space ker B mod δ is isomorphic (as a graded space) to ker(D+Φ). In particular,
From (4.1) it follows that with respect to this decomposition we have
Notice that both summands on the right hand side are non-negative. The space ker (−∂ tt
is one-dimensional and is spanned by
Similarly, the space ker (−∂ tt + Π 0 − Π 1 + t 2 ) is one-dimensional and is spanned by
It follows that
be the translation and consider the pull-back map
for all a ∈ R.
Proof of Theorem 2.13
In this section, we finish the proof of the cobordism invariance of the Callias-type index by showing that ind B a,δ = ind B mod δ . Since δ is fixed throughout the section, we omit it from the notation, and write B a , B mod and B mod a for B a,δ , B mod δ and B mod a,δ , respectively. 5.1. The spectral counting function. For a self-adjoint operator P and a real number λ, we denote by N (λ, P ) the number of eigenvalues of P not exceeding λ (counting with multiplicities). If the intersection of the continuum spectrum of P with the set (−∞, λ] is not empty, then we set N (λ, P ) = ∞.
Let B ± a denote the restrictions of B a to the spaces L 2 (W ,F ± ) and let B 
From now on, we set λ := λ + = λ − .
Proposition 5.3. For any 0 < ǫ < λ, there exists A = A(ǫ, δ, p) > 0, such that
where δ > 0, p :W → R are as in Subsection 3.1. In particular,
Before proving this proposition we show how it implies Theorem 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 2.13. By Proposition
denote the vector spaces spanned by the eigenvectors of the operators (B 2 a ) ± with eigenvalues within (0, λ − ǫ]. Then dim V ± ǫ,a < ∞ and the restrictions of the operators B ± a to V ± ǫ,a define bijections The rest of this section is occupied with the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Estimate from above on
This is done through the following techniques.
5.6. The IMS localization. Let j,ĵ : R → [0, 1] be smooth functions such that j 2 +ĵ 2 ≡ 1 and j(t) = 1 for t ≥ 3, while j(t) = 0 for t ≤ 2. Set j a (t) = j(a −1/2 t),ĵ a (t) =ĵ(a −1/2 t). Now we view them as functions on the cylinder M × [0, ∞) (whose points are written as (y, t)). Similarly, we still use the same notations j a (x) = j(a −1/2 p(x)),ĵ a (x) =ĵ(a −1/2 p(x)) to denote the functions onW , where p(x) is defined in Subsection 3. 
for all a > A.
Proof. Note that if x ∈ suppĵ a , then p(x) ≤ 3a 1/2 . Hence for a > 36, we havê
Set A = max{36, 4δ 1/2 sup x∈W R(x) 1/2 } and let a > A. By Lemma 3.2,
be the orthogonal projection and Π ± a be the restrictions of Π a to the spaces L 2 (M × R,F mod ± ). Then Π ± a are finite rank operators and their ranks are dim ker B mod a,± , which are equal to dim ker B mod 
The next lemma estimates the last two summands on the right-hand side of (5.4).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we get
Then (5.6) follows immediately.
Since λ is fixed, combining Lemma 5.7, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11, we obtain Corollary 5.12. For any ǫ > 0, there exists A = A(ǫ, δ, p) > 0 such that, for all a > A,
The estimate (5.3) now follows from Corollary 5.12 and the following result, [19, p. 270 ]:
Lemma 5.13. Assume that P, Q are self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space such that rank Q ≤ k and there exists µ > 0 such that (P + Q)u, u ≥ µ u, u for any u ∈ Dom(P ). Then N (µ − ǫ, P ) ≤ k for any ǫ > 0.
5.14. Estimate from below on N (λ − ǫ, (B 2 a ) ± ). Now it remains to prove that 
Similarly, the estimate (5.8) follows from Lemma 5.15 and 5.13. Now the proof of Proposition 5.3 and, hence, of Theorem 2.13 is complete.
The Gluing Formula
Our first application of Theorem 2.12 is the gluing formula. If we cut a complete manifold along a hypersurface Σ, we obtain a manifold with boundary. By rescaling the metric near the boundary, we may convert it to a complete manifold without boundary. In this section, we show that the index of a Callias-type operator is invariant under this type of surgery. In particular, if M is partitioned into two pieces M 1 and M 2 by Σ, we see that the index on M is equal to the sum of the indexes on M 1 and M 2 . In other words, the index is additive. 
satisfies Assumption 2.4 and D + Φ is a Callias-type operator. Suppose Σ ⊂ M is a smooth hypersurface. For simplicity, we assume that Σ is compact. Throughout this section we make the following assumption.
Assumption 6.2. There exist a compact set K ⋐ M and two constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that
We denote by E Σ the restriction of the graded vector bundle E to M Σ . Let g denote the Riemannian metric on M . By a rescaling of g near Σ, one can obtain a complete Riemannian metric on M Σ and a Callias-type operator D Σ + Φ Σ on M Σ . It follows from the cobordism invariance of the index (cf. Theorem 2.12) that the index of D Σ + Φ Σ is independent of the choice of a rescaling.
6.3. A rescaling of the metric. We now present one of the possible constructions of a complete metric on M Σ .
Let τ : M → [−1, 1] be a smooth function, such that τ −1 (0) = Σ and τ is regular at Σ. Set α(x) = (τ (x)) 2 . Define the metric g Σ on M Σ by
This makes (M Σ , g Σ ) a complete Riemannian manifold.
Let dvol g (x) and dvol g Σ (x) denote the canonical volume forms on (M, g) and (M Σ , g Σ ), respectively. It's easy to see that
6.4. The Callias-type operator on (M Σ , g Σ ). In order to get a natural Callias-type operator acting on
It's easy to check that
-graded first-order elliptic operators, which are essentially self-adjoint with respect to the L 2 -inner product defined by (6.2).
Remark 6.5. If E is a Clifford bundle with respect to g, and D is the Dirac operator, then E Σ also has a Clifford structure with respect to g Σ , and D Σ defined by (6.3) is precisely the associated Dirac operator. 
Note that α(x) ∈ [0, 1], by Assumption 6.2, We refer to Theorem 6.8 as a gluing formula, meaning that M is obtained from M Σ by gluing along Σ.
Proof. The goal is to find a triple (W, F,D+Φ), such that it is the cobordism between (M, E, D+ Φ) and (M Σ , E Σ , D Σ + Φ Σ ) and then apply Theorem 2.12.
Consider
Then W is a noncompact manifold whose boundary is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of M ≃ M × {0} and M \ Σ ≃ {(x, 1 α(x) + 1)}. Essentially, W is the required cobordism. However, to be precise, we need to define a complete Riemannian metric g W on W , such that condition (i) of Definition 2.8 is fulfilled.
Let β : W → [0, 1] be a smooth function such that β(x, t) = 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2, β(x, t) > 0 for 1/2 < t < 1/α(x) + 1/2 and β(x, t) = α(x) for 1/α(x) + 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1/α(x) + 1. Define the metric g W on W by
Consider the neighborhood
It's easy to see that φ is a metric-preserving diffeomorphism, satisfying condition (i) of Definition 2.8. Let π : M × [0, ∞) → M be the projection. Then the pull-back π * E is a vector bundle over
So F is a vector bundle over W , whose restriction to the first part of U is isomorphic to the lift of E over M × [0, 1/3) and whose restriction to the second part of U is isomorphic to the lift of E Σ over M Σ × (−1/3, 0]. Hence condition (ii) of Definition 2.8 is fulfilled. Note that here we can give F a natural grading which is compatible with that on E and E Σ :
We still use D and Φ to denote the lifts of D and Φ to M × [0, ∞). Now we definẽ It remains to verify thatD +Φ is a Callias-type operator. Note that γ∂ t anti-commutes with Φ, by the same computation as in the proof of Lemma 6.6, we have
is a compact subset of W , and
Again by β ⊂ [0, 1], we get
where c is the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.6. ThusD +Φ is a Callias-type operator, and condition (iii) of Definition 2.8 is also fulfilled. Thus we see that the index is "additive".
Relative Index Theorem for Callias-type Operators
As a second application of Theorem 2.12, and also as an application of Corollary 6.10, we give a new proof of the relative index theorem for Callias-type operators. There are several different forms of relative index theorem. In this paper we follow the approach of [9] . 7.1. Setting. Let (M j , E j , D j + Φ j ), j = 1, 2 be two triples of complete Riemannian manifold endowed with a Z 2 -graded Hermitian vector bundle and with the associated Callias-type operator acting on the compactly supported smooth sections of the bundle. Suppose they satisfy Assumption 6.2.(i) of Subsection 6.1. In particular, the indexes ind(D j + Φ j ), j = 1, 2 are well-defined.
Suppose M ′ j ∪ Σ j M ′′ j are partitions of M j into relatively open submanifolds, where Σ j are compact hypersurfaces. We make the following assumption. Assumption 7.2. There exist tubular neighborhoods U (Σ 1 ), U (Σ 2 ) of Σ 1 and Σ 2 such that:
(i) there is a commutative diagram of isometric diffeomorphisms
(ii) Φ j are invertible bundle maps on U (Σ j ), j = 1, 2.
(iii) D 1 and D 2 , Φ 1 and Φ 2 coincide on the neighborhoods, i.e.,
We cut M j along Σ j and use the map φ to glue the pieces together interchanging M ′′ 1 and M ′′ 2 . In this way we obtain the manifolds The idea of the proof is to use Corollary 6.10 to write ind P j as the sum of the indexes on two pieces. However, as one might notice, in our setting, Σ 1 and Σ 2 might not satisfy condition (ii) of Assumption 6.2. So Corollary 6.10 cannot be applied directly. In the next subsection, we construct deformations of the operators P 1 and P 2 which preserve the indexes such that the deformed operators satisfy Assumption 6.2.(ii). 7.5. Deformations of the operators P 1 and P 2 . Let U j , j = 1, 2 denote the neighborhoods U (Σ j ) of Σ j in Subsection 7.1. Since Σ j are compact hypersurfaces, we can find their relatively compact neighborhoods V j , W j satisfying V 2 = φ(V 1 ), W 2 = φ(W 1 ) and
and set P j,t :
Lemma 7.6. For j = 1, 2, we have (i) For every t ≥ 0, the operator P j,t = D j + Φ j,t : and for every t ≥ b, the essential support of P j,t is contained in K j,b .
Notice, that Lemma 7.6.(ii) implies that for large t, condition (ii) of Assumption 6.2 is satisfied for the operators P j,t .
Proof. Since both [D j , Φ j ] + and σ(D j )(df j )Φ j are bundle maps, so are [D j , Φ j,t ] + . Suppose K j ⋐ M j are the essential supports of P j . Since the supports of tf j and df j both lie in the compact sets W j . So K j ∪ W j is still compact and can serve as the essential supports of P j,t . Therefore, P j,t are Callias-type operators and, hence, are Fredholm.
(ii) Since K j are the essential supports of P j , there exist constants c j > 0, such that
Since V j are compact sets, Φ 2 j + [D j , Φ j ] + have finite lower bounds and Φ 2 j have positive lower bounds on them. Note that on V j , t 2 f 2 j ≡ t 2 and df j ≡ 0. One can find b large enough such that for any t ≥ b,
for all x j ∈ V j . Now we set K j,b := K j \ V j . It's easy to see that they are still compact sets and are essential supports of P j,t for t ≥ b. Clearly, Σ j ⊂ K j,b . So we are done.
From this lemma, we see that after the deformations of the operators, Σ j satisfy Assumption 6.2.(ii). It remains to prove the following. Proof. Using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, for any t, t ′ ∈ [0, ∞), P j,t − P j,t ′ = (t − t ′ )f j Φ j are bounded operators depending continuously on t − t ′ ∈ R. By the stability of the index of a Fredholm operator, ind P j,t are independent of t. Then the lemma follows from setting t = b and t = 0.
7.8. Proof of Theorem 7.4. Applying the construction of Subsection 7.1 to the operators P 1,b and P 2,b we obtain operators P 3,b and P 4,b on M 3 and M 4 respectively. By Lemma 7.7 the indexes of these operators are equal to the indexes of P 3 and P 4 respectively. It follows that it is enough to prove Theorem 7.4 for operators P j,b , j = 1, . . . , 4. In other words it is enough to prove the theorem for the case when Σ satisfies Assumption 6.2.
(ii). Then we can apply Corollary 6.10. From now on we assume that Σ satisfies Assumption 6.2.
(ii) for operators P 1 and P 2 . As in Section 6, we can define operators P Σ j ,j , j = 1, 2. Let P ′ j , P ′′ j be the restrictions of P Σ j ,j to M ′ j , M ′′ j . By Corollary 6.10,
Similarly, we also have ind P 3 = ind P Combining these four equations, we get ind P 1 + ind P 2 = ind P 3 + ind P 4
and complete the proof.
